Normal-hearing (NH) listeners and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners detected and discriminated timereversed harmonic complexes constructed of equalamplitude harmonic components with fundamental frequencies (F0s) ranging from 50 to 800 Hz. Component starting phases were selected according to the positive and negative Schroeder-phase algorithms to produce within-period frequency sweeps with relatively flat temporal envelopes. Detection thresholds were not affected by component starting phases for either group of listeners. At presentation levels of 80 dB SPL, NH listeners could discriminate the two waveforms nearly perfectly when the F0s were less than 300-400 Hz but fell to chance performance for higher F0s. HI listeners performed significantly poorer, with reduced discrimination at several of the F0s. In contrast, at a lower presentation level meant to nearly equate sensation levels for the two groups, NH listeners' discrimination was poorer than HI listeners at most F0s. Roving presentation levels had little effect on performance by NH listeners but reduced performance by HI listeners. The differential impact of roving level suggests a weaker perception of timbre differences and a greater susceptibility to the detrimental effects of experimental uncertainty in HI listeners.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have demonstrated differences in the masking effectiveness of positive-(+SCHR) and negative-phase (−SCHR) versions of Schroeder harmonic complexes in normal-hearing (NH) and hearingimpaired (HI) listeners (Carlyon and Datta 1997; Kohlrausch and Sander 1995; Lauer et al. 2006; Leek et al. 2000; Lentz and Leek 2001; Dau 2001, 2004; Smith et al. 1986; Summers and Leek 1998) . These complexes have similar envelopes and long-term frequency spectra but reversed withinperiod temporal structure. While +SCHR often produce less masking than −SCHR in NH listeners, the difference is reduced in HI listeners. The difference in masking between NH and HI listeners is thought to be related to the loss of nonlinear active processing mechanisms with cochlear damage.
Although the +SCHR and -SCHR have nearly identical temporal envelopes, the phase characteristics of these complexes result in a systematic interaction with the traveling wave that produces quite different envelopes after cochlear processing in a normal cochlea. Basilar membrane responses to +SCHR are more peaked and contain less spectral energy than responses to -SCHR in normal chinchilla ears, while damaged ears show more similar responses to the two waveforms (Recio and Rhode 2000) . Similar findings were reported in guinea pigs (Summers et al. 2003) . In NH humans, acoustic reflex thresholds are lower for −SCHR than for +SCHR (Kubli et al. 2005) , and HI listeners perceive much smaller differences in loudness between +SCHR and −SCHR compared to NH listeners (Mauermann and Hohmann 2007) . These findings are consistent with a greater magnitude of internal stimulation in the normal auditory system occurring in response to the −SCHR.
Perceptual differences between +SCHR and -SCHR must result from distinctive outputs of the auditory filters, requiring that the fundamental frequencies (F0s) of the Schroeder-phase complexes are sufficiently low so that several harmonic components are processed within at least some of the auditory filters. A previous study showed that NH listeners can discriminate between +SCHR and −SCHR with F0s up to 300 to 400 Hz (Dooling et al. 2002) . Cochlear-implant users can discriminate the +SCHR and -SCHR at better than chance performance for F0s of 400 Hz and less, but they did not perform as well as NH subjects (Drennan et al., 2008) . Discrimination of +SCHR and −SCHR has not been tested in HI non-cochlear implant listeners; however, HI canaries have been shown to perform slightly better than NH canaries when discriminating between +SCHR and −SCHR (Lauer et al. 2007) . The difference in discrimination ability in NH and HI canaries was attributed to differences in frequency selectivity, in that broader filters in damaged ears may support better resolution of temporal characteristics of sounds.
Four experiments explored detection and discrimination of +SCHR and −SCHR by NH and HI listeners. First, thresholds were determined to identify potential audibility differences resulting from differing internal waveform shapes. Next, the ability of the two listener groups to discriminate between +SCHR and −SCHR for a range of F0s was compared at equal sound pressure levels (SPL) and equal sensation levels (SL). Finally, the potential roles of loudness and stimulus uncertainty on discrimination performance were evaluated by roving the stimulus level on each presentation. These conditions are outlined in Table 1 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Six NH listeners (age 27-73 years; mean=49.17, SD= 17.42) and six HI listeners (age 65-81 years; mean= 73.17, SD=5.23) participated in the experiments. All participants provided written informed consent at the time of their enrollment in the study. Audiograms were obtained for all listeners. All NH listeners had pure tone thresholds within 25 dB of the ANSI (2004) standards between 250 and 4,000 Hz, except for NH6, the oldest NH listener. Listener NH6 had thresholds within 25 dB of the ANSI (2004) standards between 500 and 4,000 Hz but showed mild hearing loss at 250 Hz. HI listeners had flat to gradually sloping mild to moderate bilateral hearing losses between 250 and 4,000 Hz. The hearing losses were presumed to be sensorineural based on air-and bone-conduction measures. The right ear was tested for all NH listeners. The ear with lower audiometric thresholds or a flatter audiometric configuration was tested in HI listeners. The audiograms and ages of the listeners are listed in Table 2 . All listeners except one (HI6) had prior experience with psychoacoustic measurements. Listeners NH1 and NH4 were the first and third authors, respectively. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the University of Maryland and Walter Reed Army Medical Center.
Stimuli
Harmonic complexes were constructed with component starting phases, θ n , selected according to an algorithm developed by Schroeder (1970) designed to produce complexes with very flat temporal envelopes: where n is the component number and N is the total number of harmonic components in the complex. When the Schroeder equation is positive, phases increase with harmonic number, and when it is negative, phases decrease. The resulting waveforms are the temporal reverse of one another, with monotonically decreasing (+SCHR) or increasing (−SCHR) frequencies within each period. If the F0 is low enough (i.e., the fundamental period is long enough in duration), the two waveforms may be perceived as different. However, if the within-period "sweep" occurs too rapidly, the two sound identical. +SCHR and −SCHR complexes with F0s of 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 800 Hz were created by summing equal-amplitude harmonics between 200 and 5,000 Hz, unless the F0 was greater than 200 Hz. In this case, harmonics between the F0 and 5,000 Hz were summed. The periods of these stimuli ranged from 20 to 1.25 ms, where complexes with higher F0s had shorter periods. The waveforms were 260 ms in duration, with 20 ms cos 2 onset/offset ramps. Figure 1 shows examples of the negative-and positive-phase waveforms for several of the F0s. Only 30 ms of each example are shown so that the temporal fine structure can be observed.
The stimuli were generated digitally offline using MATLAB and stored on a PC. Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT) System 2 programmable modules were used to present the stimuli to the listeners in a soundtreated booth. Stored sound files were played from a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter (TDT DA1) at a sampling rate of 40 kHz, attenuated with a programmable attenuator (TDT PA4), and fed through a headphone buffer (TDT HB6) into one phone of a TDH-49 headset. Stimuli were calibrated periodically throughout the experiment to verify sound levels using a Larson-Davis sound level meter and headphone coupler (System 824, AEC100 NBS 9A).
Experiment 1: detection of Schroeder-phase complexes
It is important to establish whether the differences in cochlear excitation produced by +SCHR and -SCHR result in differences in detectability in NH listeners, but not in HI listeners, since sensation level differences between the two waveforms could aid discrimination. Absolute thresholds for +SCHR and −SCHR were measured for each F0 to determine if they were equally detectable and to calculate sensation levels for the experiments to follow.
Thresholds for +SCHR and −SCHR with different F0s were measured in a two-alternative forced choice task, with trial-by-trial signal levels chosen according to a three-down one-up adaptive tracking method to estimate a threshold of 79.4% correct detection (Levitt 1971 ). On each trial, lights on a button box indicated two intervals separated by 300 ms. A stimulus was presented randomly in one of the two intervals, and listeners were asked to identify which interval coincided with the sound by pressing one of two buttons marked with "1" or "2."
At the beginning of a threshold track, the stimulus level was set to about 30 dB above the presumed threshold. The initial step size was 5 dB, and after three reversals, the step size was reduced to 2 dB. Each track consisted of nine reversals, and the average of the last six was taken as threshold. Listeners ran two tracks for each F0: one with +SCHR and one with −SCHR. Stimuli were tested in random order.
Experiments 2-4: discrimination of Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes NH and HI listeners' ability to discriminate between +SCHR and −SCHR was measured at equal SPLs and approximately equal SLs for a series of F0s. For equal SPL tests (Experiment 2), a presentation level of 80 dB SPL was used so that the stimuli were clearly audible to all HI listeners. The 80-dB SPL presentation level corresponds to individual SLs of about 15-40 dB for HI listeners and 50-65 dB for NH listeners. Leek et al. (2000) showed smaller differences in masking produced by +SCHR and -SCHR complexes presented at 40 dB SPL than at higher presentation levels in NH listeners, suggesting that the internal waveform shapes might be more similar at lower levels. To determine whether differences in discrimination between NH and HI listeners were the result of the lower SL for the latter group, NH listeners were also tested at 40 dB SPL for F0s of 50 to 500 Hz in Experiment 3, so that NH and HI listeners could be compared at approximately equal SLs. Finally, both groups of listeners were evaluated again at levels roving plus or minus 5 dB around 80 dB SPL to reduce the effectiveness of possible loudness cues (Experiment 4).
Percent correct discriminations between +SCHR and -SCHR harmonic complexes were measured using a standard/two-alternative forced choice task. On each trial, listeners heard either the +SCHR or the -SCHR as a standard sound in the first interval followed by two presentations of comparison stimuli, one being the standard again and one the oppositesign complex. The F0 was the same on all three presentations within a trial. The order of presentation (+SCHR or -SCHR) in intervals two and three was random. An interstimulus interval of 300 ms separated the three sounds. Listeners were asked to identify the stimulus that was different from the standard by pressing one of two buttons labeled "1" and "2." Correct answer feedback was provided to the listener following each response. The standard stimulus (positive or negative) remained constant on each trial within a block of 50 trials, as did the F0.
Two blocks of 50 trials were run for each F0: one with the +SCHR as the standard and one with the -SCHR as the standard. Listeners began with the 50-Hz F0 comparisons (presumed to be the easiest because the fundamental period is longest) to familiarize them with the task. The standard stimulus (+SCHR or -SCHR) and the F0 of the standard stimulus were then chosen randomly for each block of trials for the remaining F0s, selected in random order for each listener. Thus, listeners were tested on a total of 100 trials for each F0. Percent correct is reported as the average of the two blocks.
Statistical analyses
Statistical methods used to analyze the data are described here. Application of these methods to identify significant effects in the data will be described in Section 3 (Results).
Experiment 1 (Detection)
A 2×2×9 (phase×group×F0) mixed factor analysis of variance was performed on the detection data to identify effects of hearing status and F0.
Experiments 2-4 (Discrimination)
Rather than analyze the data from each experiment separately, a linear mixed model (Fitzmaurice et al. 2004 ) was fit to the data from the three discrimination experiments. Specific contrasts from the fitted model were used to test the hypotheses of this study. The model included categorical main effects of hearing status (HI versus normal hearing), stimulus level, rove condition (no level rove versus roving level), and F0. Two-way interactions tested in the model were between hearing status and F0, hearing status and rove/no rove presentation conditions, F0 and rove/no rove conditions, and stimulus level and F0. Although the three-way interaction between hearing status, F0, and rove condition was included in the model, it was not significant at the 0.05 test level [F(8,106 )=1.25, p=0.28] so this interaction was omitted in subsequent individual contrast analyses. A subject-level random intercept was also included in the model, allowing some subjects to have better or worse performance on the tests. The goodness-of-fit analysis of the linear mixed model indicated no gross deviations of the fitted model to the data, but there was considerable variability in the residuals among F0s. This heteroscedasticity is not unexpected, given the ceiling (100%) and floor (chance=50%) limitations on the data. The heteroscedasticity was resolved by including a log-linear model of the variance in the general linear model with F0 as the predictor (Aitken 1987) . This method stabilized the variance in the residuals across F0s. Table 3 outlines the contrasts that were tested combining data from selected experiments. For each contrast identified, the null hypothesis was that the average difference in percent correct discrimination across tested F0s was not significantly different from zero. For each contrast evaluated, differences in performance for the individual F0s were also tested. These were derived directly from linear combinations of the estimated parameters of the linear mixed model. In all, 42 contrasts were tested across the three discrimination experiments, giving rise to concerns of multiplicity of tests. In the analyses, therefore, the p values were adjusted using False Discovery Rate controls so that the proportion of Type 1 errors among all rejected null hypotheses is not greater than 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Verhoeven et al. 2005) . This method controls the accuracy over all the tests, while preserving the power to detect important differences that might be lost using the less powerful, but more commonly used, Bonferroni p value adjustments.
As data from each experiment are presented, the overall statistical results of the main effects and interactions of the linear mixed model are reported, along with pairwise contrasts over the range of F0s.
RESULTS
Detection of Schroeder-phase complexes
Absolute thresholds for +SCHR and −SCHR with different F0s, along with standard errors, are shown in Figure 2 for NH and HI listeners. Average thresholds for NH listeners were near 20 dB SPL for all stimuli. Average thresholds in HI listeners were 50 dB SPL or higher for all stimuli. There was more variation in thresholds for HI than for NH listeners. Individual thresholds ranged from 15 to 29 dB SPL for NH listeners and from 40 to 66 dB SPL for HI listeners. There were no significant differences overall between thresholds for +SCHR and thresholds for −SCHR or thresholds as a function of F0; however, there was a significant difference in thresholds between NH and HI listeners [F(1, 10)=80.99, pG 0.0001]. There was a significant interaction of F0 and listener group [F(8, 80)=2.59, p=0.014], which probably reflects the slight rise in thresholds with F0 in the HI group.
Discrimination of Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes
Percent correct discriminations for NH and HI listeners tested at 80 dB SPL are shown in Figure 3A . Error bars indicate standard errors. Any points falling above 60% correct represent performance that is significantly different from chance at the 0.05 level of probability. NH listeners showed near perfect discrimination at F0s up to 150 Hz, but performance dropped for stimuli with F0s of 200-300 Hz and decreased to chance at 400 Hz. These results in NH listeners are in good agreement with those reported by Dooling et al. (2002) for discrimination of similar harmonic stimuli by NH humans. HI listeners showed good discrimination for a F0 of 50 Hz, but performance deteriorated for higher F0s. Performance by HI listeners fell to chance levels for F0s of 300 Hz and above. The average difference between the two groups was significant [t(21.3)=3.12, p=.01], indicating that, at 80 dB SPL, overall performance was significantly better for the NH than the HI group. F0s that showed differences between the two groups were 100, 150, and 200 Hz (all pG.05). No significant differences were observed for higher F0s (p9.08) or for a F0 of 50 Hz (p=0.06). Percent correct discriminations for NH listeners tested at 40 dB SPL are shown in Figure 3B along with data replotted for HI listeners tested at 80 dB SPL. Error bars indicate standard errors. This comparison shows performance of the two groups at roughly equivalent SLs. Overall, performance for NH listeners was worse than their performance at the higher level and was also worse than that of HI listeners at this approximately equal SL. The average difference between the NH listeners at the two levels was 18.57 percentage points [t(345)=−10.76, pG.00001]. When the two groups are compared at equal SL, the average difference between groups was 11.55 percentage points [t(26.9) = −4.85, p = .0002]. Performance at 40 dB SPL for NH listeners dropped to chance at 150 Hz, whereas the hearing-impaired listeners were still performing above chance until the F0 reached 300 Hz. There is, then, a strong effect of level on this discrimination, and HI listeners can actually make discriminations across shorter fundamental periods (higher F0s) than NH listeners when SLs are equated.
Effects of roving level
Mean percent correct discriminations for the roving level condition are plotted along with data from Experiment 2 in Figure 4 for NH (A) and HI (B) listeners. Error bars indicate standard errors. Roving the presentation level had essentially no effect on NH listeners. The average difference between conditions was 2.49 percentage points [t(442)=−1.62, p=.16]. None of the pairwise comparisons for each F0 showed significant differences (all p9.10). However, performance on the roving and fixed level conditions for the HI listeners differed significantly [average difference= 8.48, t(442)=5.51, pG.00001], with significant pairwise differences at F0s of 50, 100, 150, 400, and 500 Hz (pG.05). Performance by HI listeners in the rovinglevel conditions decreased by about 10-15 percentage points for F0s of 50-200 Hz. Comparing results in the roving-level conditions across Figure 4A , B, NH listeners performed significantly better than the HI listeners [average difference = 13.01, t(21.3) = 5.79, p=.00006], and the pairwise differences were significant at pG.01 for F0s up to and including 300 Hz.
To determine whether or not listeners selected responses based on relative stimulus intensities, response choices in the roving level conditions were analyzed as a function of the relative intensities of presentations on each trial. On average, NH and HI listeners did not respond to the more (or less) intense presentation within a trial. NH listeners chose the higher intensity on average 50.74% of the time, with a standard deviation across listeners of 3.67%; HI listeners chose the higher intensity presentation 49.69% of the time, with a standard deviation of 1.82%. Neither listener group selected the comparison sound that was most different in level from the level of the standard on the trial (NH: mean=50.04%, SD = 2.08%; HI: mean = 49.16%, SD = 1.68%). This indicates that possible loudness differences between the Schroeder waveforms were not used to select responses in the roved level condition.
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FIG. 3. Percent correct discrimination between +SCHR and −SCHR
with different F0s for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners tested at equal sound pressure levels (A) and approximately equal sensation levels (B). *pG0.05, **pG0.01, ***pG0.001.
DISCUSSION
Detection of Schroeder-phase complexes
Detection thresholds for +SCHR and -SCHR reported in this study (experiment 1) for NH listeners are within the range of thresholds for rising and falling frequency sweeps reported by Uppenkamp et al. (2001) . As expected, HI listeners had higher thresholds for Schroeder-phase complexes than NH listeners. Neither group showed differences in thresholds between +SCHR and -SCHR. Uppenkamp et al. (2001) also found no difference in thresholds for rising versus falling sweeps. However, they did find threshold differences for sweeps with different period durations, where thresholds were slightly higher for shorter sweeps (3.1 ms) than for longer sweeps (10.5 ms). No differences across fundamental frequency were observed in NH listeners for the harmonic complexes used here.
This inconsistency in results is perhaps not unexpected, given the differences in stimuli (single frequency sweeps versus harmonic complexes), stimulus duration, and level. Further, the Uppenkamp et al. (2001) stimuli were not all equal in energy. A direct comparison between the current results and those of Uppenkamp et al. (2001) is, therefore, difficult.
Despite the differences in masking effectiveness and in physiological measures reported for +SCHR and −SCHR, our results show that the two versions of the waveforms produce nearly identical absolute thresholds. Detection thresholds for +SCHR and -SCHR must be independent of the internal waveform shape of complex stimuli and must be determined by the excitation alone, without reference to phase. Preece and Wilson (1988) also reported no difference in masked thresholds for five-component waveforms with different crest factors, consistent with the suggestion that the waveform shape does not affect thresholds for harmonic complexes.
Discrimination of Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes
When stimuli were presented at equal SPLs, HI listeners could not discriminate the two Schroederphase waveforms as well as NH listeners. Performance at approximately equal SLs was worse for the NH listeners, and their performance dropped to chance at lower F0s than observed for HI listeners. Thus, HI listeners were actually better than NH listeners at discriminating between +SCHR and −SCHR when SL was taken into account.
Although the use of cues related to the perception of temporal fine structure are thought not to be affected by level (Moore and Sek 2009), the decreased performance by NH listeners at lower SLs is consistent with some other measures of temporal resolution (Buus and Florentine 1985; Fitzgibbons and GordonSalant 1987; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982; Florentine and Buus 1984; Glasberg et al. 1987; Irwin and Purdy 1982; Irwin et al. 1981; Tyler et al. 1982) . This effect of level may be related to auditory frequency selectivity at low levels rather than to audibility. The limited range of F0s where the discrimination was possible in NH listeners may reflect the narrower auditory filters at this low level, in contrast to the broader filters of HI listeners (Glasberg and Moore 1986), as well as broader NH filters at high stimulus levels (Glasberg and Moore 1990).
Linear systems analysis predicts that poorer frequency resolution should lead to better temporal resolution due to the shorter impulse response associated with broader auditory filters (deBoer 1985; Duifhuis 1973) . Following this line of reasoning, one would predict that the broadened auditory filters associated with cochlear damage would lead to better temporal resolution in HI listeners compared to NH listeners on the present task. This might occur because more components of the harmonic complex would fall within a single channel, producing a more informative within-channel waveform. Whereas at equal SPLs, both NH and HI listeners may show relatively good temporal resolution because of poor frequency resolution, the presumably narrower filters of NH listeners at 40 dB SPL could result in poorer temporal resolution. However, measures of temporal resolution in HI listeners generally have not indicated enhanced temporal processing (e.g., Grant et al. 1998; Jesteadt et al. 1976) .
Another possible explanation for the decreased performance in NH listeners at a lower SL is that, well above absolute threshold, NH listeners may have additional envelope or loudness cues available to them to support the discrimination of these stimuli. The large differences in masking by +SCHR and −SCHR have been explained as a hypothesized interaction between the phase characteristic of the basilar membrane and the phase spectrum of the +SCHR waveform that produces an internally peaky within-channel waveform (Kohlrausch and Sander 1995; Leek and Lentz 2001; Oxenham and Dau 2001) . This internal transformation of the +SCHR waveform might produce an additional cue to aid the discrimination tested here as long as the F0 is low enough. The smaller masking difference by +SCHR and -SCHR presented at 40 dB SPL in NH listeners suggests that the internal envelope cue may be reduced at lower levels (Leek et al. 2000) .
HI listeners do not show evidence of these masking differences (Oxenham and Dau 2004; Summers and Leek 1998) , suggesting that cochlear processing does not alter within-channel waveforms of the two Schroeder-phase waves for HI listeners. This would suggest that potential envelope cues would be reduced or absent for these listeners. Perhaps for the same reason, the difference in loudness between +SCHR and -SCHR is reduced in HI listeners (Mauermann and Hohmann 2007) . For these listeners, only temporal fine structure cues related to the direction of the within-period frequency sweep may be available for discrimination. However, the ability of HI listeners to make full use of temporal fine structure cues has been called into question in several recent studies (Buss et al. 2004; Hopkins and Moore 2007; Hopkins et al. 2008; Lorenzi et al. 2006 Lorenzi et al. , 2009 Moore 2008; Moore et al. 2006) .
Effects of roving level
Roving the level over a 10-dB range had little effect on performance by NH listeners but did significantly affect performance by HI listeners. This is in contrast to findings reported by Lentz and Leek (2002) , who measured spectral shape discrimination by NH and HI listeners under conditions of rove and no-rove presentations. Both groups of listeners in that study demonstrated deficits in performance when the level was roved. The reduction in performance observed here for HI listeners when the level changed from one stimulus presentation to another might occur for several reasons. First, HI listeners might have performed more poorly than NH listeners on the roving level condition because the stimulus levels were inaudible for the HI listeners at the lower end of the rove range. However, the quietest stimulus was 75 dB, approximately 20 dB above thresholds for the HI listeners. Further, sounds were presented near this lower limit only on a fraction of trials, and there was no indication that HI listeners chose the louder presentation on more than half the trials. HI listeners consistently showed poor performance throughout testing on roved conditions, not just on lower-level trials.
A tempting, but ineffective, strategy for listeners would be to always choose the louder (or softer) stimulus. Such a strategy would reduce the percentage of correct responses. However, trial-by-trial analysis indicated that neither group relied on level differences within a trial to make their responses. It is possible that HI listeners did use potential loudness differences in the non-roved conditions, in which levels were fixed. This possibility might be entertained based on the significantly poorer performance of HI listeners when loudness was eliminated or reduced as a cue. That is, if there were loudness differences between the +SCHR and −SCHR, even though the intensities were at equal SPLs, HI listeners may have used that as a cue during the non-roved conditions but would have been unable to use that in the roved conditions. Two additional assumptions would have to hold to make this a plausible explanation. First, loudness differences would have to be a useful cue for HI listeners, but not used by NH listeners, as there were no differences between roved and non-roved conditions for NH listeners. One might make this argument, however, if NH listeners had access to other cues that were not available to HI listeners; therefore, NH listeners did not use a loudness cue. Second, while there is some evidence of loudness differences between the Schroeder-phase complexes in NH listeners, HI listeners experience those differences at a reduced level, if at all (Kubli et al. 2005; Mauermann and Hohmann 2007) . Thus, assuming the use of a loudness cue by HI listeners is somewhat problematic. Both of these factors suggest that the reduction of performance in the roved condition is not a reflection of a difference in availability of loudness cues between the fixed and roving conditions. Another possible explanation for the reduction in performance by HI listeners in the roved conditions might be an effect of stimulus uncertainty. Randomly roving the level increases the complexity of the task, reduces the reliability of possible loudness cues, and introduces a degree of stimulus uncertainty on each trial. Watson and his colleagues have shown that discrimination along a number of auditory dimensions is poorer when the stimuli change from presentation to presentation, even if the changes occur on dimensions irrelevant to the discrimination (e.g., Watson et al. 1976) . If HI listeners were operating "close to the edge" because the sensation levels of the stimuli were low, the experimental uncertainty produced by roving level may have disrupted performance in a manner not experienced by NH listeners, who were immune to such interference when listening at a high SL. This mostly cognitive effect would be closely related to informational masking (see, e.g., Kidd et al. 2002 Kidd et al. , 2008 or perhaps to other attentional factors that might have been less than optimal due to a combination of causes including low SL, stimulus uncertainty, and the consequence of longterm hearing loss or aging of the auditory system. Indeed, several studies have suggested that HI listeners are less able than NH listeners to use available perceptual cues to overcome the effects of informational masking (Kidd et al. 2002; Arbogast et al. 2005) .
In fact, performance on the rove condition may more closely mimic how HI listeners perceive dynamic sounds in the real world outside the laboratory. Natural sounds are often unpredictable and frequently fluctuating in loudness, spectral information, and temporal information. There is considerable anecdotal and laboratory-based evidence that HI listeners may be more affected than NH listeners by cognitive aspects of the listening experience such as expectancy and uncertainty (e.g., Beck and Clark 2009; Arbogast et al. 2005) . Perhaps a basic characteristic of hearing loss is a reduced tolerance for stimulus uncertainty due to the combined interference of stressors such as listening at low SLs, distortion due to cochlear damage, and a generally poorer signal-tonoise ratio in the impaired ear.
Possible effects of age
Although there was overlap in age between the HI and NH listeners in this study, there were still considerable differences. The older age of the HI group may have contributed to the differences in performance in the roving condition. Previous work has shown that performance on temporal discrimination or speech discrimination tasks is negatively affected by high stimulus uncertainty conditions in elderly listeners with and without hearing loss (e.g., Gordon-Salant 1995, 2001; GordonSalant 1987; Sommers et al. 1997; Trainor and Trehub 1989) . Also, elderly listeners are thought to be more affected by loss of temporal fine structure cues, relative to younger listeners (Pichora-Fuller et al. 2007; Frisina and Frisina 1997) , perhaps due to a reduction in neural synchrony. Reduced performance in older adults under demanding listening contexts might reflect age-related central processing deficits rather than hearing loss per se (Humes 2005) , though one cannot rule out the possibility that central auditory processing declines result from degraded peripheral input in HI listeners. It is not possible to fully differentiate the relative effects of age and hearing loss in the present study, but this would be an interesting focus of future studies.
SUMMARY
Detection thresholds for +SCHR and -SCHR were approximately 40 dB higher for HI listeners, but there was no difference in detectability between +SCHR and -SCHR for either listener group. Discrimination of the temporally reversed Schroeder harmonic complexes presented at high levels generally falls to chance at lower F0s for HI listeners than for NH listeners. However, at equal (low) SLs, discrimination is poorer for NH listeners than for HI listeners. Further, the range of F0s over which the discrimination can be made is smaller when the presentation level is reduced for NH listeners. Neither group of listeners consistently chose the more intense presentation when level was roved within a trial over a 10-dB range. Nevertheless, the roving levels significantly disrupted HI listeners' performance, while NH listeners were not affected.
